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Day 1 Day 2

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8

Day 9 Day 10

1 - Rabbit pose: Sit on heels, shins on floor.

Reach back and grab onto heels.  Lean

forward and rest forehead on floor.  Gently

roll up onto the top of the head and hold for

3 breaths.  Repeat 3 times.

2 - Rock and roll: Lie on back, holding legs

behind knees.  Rock and roll up to sit and

back onto back 20 times.

1 - Squat to stand: Squat low, feet pointed

out, with elbows on inside of knees.  Slowly

rise to stand, then slowly lower back into

squat. Repeat 10 times.

2 - Wide leg forward bend: Stand with legs

wide and bend forward, head upside down

toward floor, hands on the floor to stabilize.

 Maintain position for 3 breaths.

1 - Squat push-offs: In standing, bend knees

slightly and lean forward slowly with hands

outstretched. When hands touch floor, push off

and back into a squat.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Popcorn pops: Lying on back, tuck knees and

curl up into a ball. Hold and count to 5.  Pop out,

extending with arms and legs hovering off the

floor.  Repeat 10 times.

1 -Rock and roll: Lie on back, holding legs behind

knees.  Rock and roll up to sit and back onto back

20 times.

2 - Wide leg forward bend: Stand with legs wide

and bend forward, head upside down toward

floor. Maintain position for 3 breaths.

1 - Rock and roll to stand: Lie on back, holding

legs behind knees.  Rock and roll up to sit, and

then with enough force to move into standing.

 Repeat 10 times.

2 - Rabbit pose: Sit on heels, shins on floor.

Reach back and grab onto heels.  Lean forward

and rest forehead on floor.  Gently roll up onto

the top of the head and hold for 3 breaths.

 Repeat 3 times.

1 - Squat push-offs: In standing, bend knees

slightly and lean forward slowly with hands

outstretched. When hands touch floor, push off

and back into a squat.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Popcorn pops: Lying on back, tuck knees and

curl up into a ball. Hold and count to 5.  Pop

out, extending with arms and legs hovering

off the floor.  Repeat 10 times.

1 - Rock and roll to stand: Lie on back,

holding legs behind knees.  Rock and roll up to

sit, and then with enough force to move into

standing.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Squat to stand: Squat low, feet pointed

out, with elbows on inside of knees.  Slowly

rise to stand, then slowly lower back into

squat. Repeat 10 times.

1 - 3 point tip up: Squat low with hands on

floor, elbows on inside of knees.  Lean forward

to place head on ground in front of hands. Tip

up to balance in a tripod headstand.

2 - Try a somersault down a small hill (a small

grassy incline outside or build an incline with

pillows).

1 - Squat push-offs: In standing, bend knees

slightly and lean forward slowly with hands

outstretched. When hands touch floor, push

off and back into a squat.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Somersault with adult assistance 3

times. 

1 - Somersault with adult assistance

3 times.

2 - Try it on your own! Share  your  success  

stories!

#10daystoconquer



Day 1
1 - Rabbit pose: Start by sitting on heels, shins on floor.

Reach back and grab onto heels.  Lean forward and rest

forehead on floor.  Gently roll up onto the top of the head

and hold for 3 breaths.  Repeat 3 times.

2 - Rock and roll: Lie on back, holding legs behind knees.

 Rock and roll up to sit and back onto back 20 times.

1 - Squat to stand: Squat low, feet pointed out, with

elbows on inside of knees.  Slowly rise to stand, then

slowly lower back into squat. Repeat 10 times.

2 - Wide leg forward bend: Stand with legs wide and bend

forward, head upside down toward floor, hands on the

floor to stabilize.  Maintain position for 3 breaths.

Day 2

Day 3
1 - Squat push-offs: In standing, bend knees slightly

and lean forward slowly with hands outstretched. When

hands touch floor, push off and back into a squat.

 Repeat 10 times.

2 - Popcorn pops: Lying on back, tuck knees and curl up

into a ball. Hold and count to 5.  Pop out, extending

with arms and legs hovering off the floor.  Repeat 10

times.

Day 4

1 -Rock and roll: Lie on back, holding legs behind

knees.  Rock and roll up to sit and back onto back

20 times.

2 - Wide leg forward bend: Stand with legs wide

and bend forward, head upside down toward floor.

Maintain position for 3 breaths.

Day 5
1 - Rock and roll to stand: Lie on back, holding

legs behind knees.  Rock and roll up to sit, and then

with enough force to move into standing.  Repeat

10 times.

2 - Rabbit pose: Sit on heels, shins on floor. Reach

back and grab onto heels.  Lean forward and rest

forehead on floor.  Gently roll up onto the top of

the head and hold for 3 breaths.  Repeat 3 times.



Day 6
1 - Squat push-offs: In standing, bend knees

slightly and lean forward slowly with hands

outstretched. When hands touch floor, push off and

back into a squat.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Popcorn pops: Lying on back, tuck knees and curl

up into a ball. Hold and count to 5.  Pop out,

extending with arms and legs hovering off the

floor.  Repeat 10 times.

Day 7
1 - Rock and roll to stand: Lie on back, holding legs

behind knees.  Rock and roll up to sit, and then with

enough force to move into standing.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Squat to stand: Squat low, feet pointed out, with

elbows on inside of knees.  Slowly rise to stand, then

slowly lower back into squat. Repeat 10 times.

Day 8
1 - 3 point tip up: Squat low with hands on floor,

elbows on inside of knees.  Lean forward to place head

on ground in front of hands. Tip up to balance in a

tripod headstand.

2 - Try a somersault down a small hill (a small grassy

incline outside or build an incline with pillows).

Day 9
1 - Squat push-offs: In standing, bend knees

slightly and lean forward slowly with hands

outstretched. When hands touch floor, push

off and back into a squat.  Repeat 10 times.

2 - Somersault with adult assistance 3 times. 

Day 10

1 - Somersault with adult

assistance 3 times.

2 - Try it on your own!
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